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We present a freely available named-entity recognizer for Greek texts that identifies
temporal expressions, person, and organization names. For temporal expressions, it relies
on semi-automatically produced patterns. For person and organization names, it employs
an ensemble of Support Vector Machines that scan the input text in two passes. The
ensemble is trained using active learning, whereby the system itself proposes candidate
training instances to be annotated by a human during training. The recognizer was
evaluated on both a general collection of newspaper articles and a more focussed, in
terms of topics, collection of financial articles.
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1. Introduction
Named-entity recognizers (ners) identify occurrences of entity names in texts, and
classify them in predefined categories (e.g., names of persons, organizations, dates).
Named-entity recognition is important in information extraction,1 where systems
typically identify in documents relationships and events involving named entities,
and many other natural language processing and information retrieval applications.
In question answering,2,3 for instance, entity names in the document collection
are candidate answers to questions of the corresponding types (requests for person
names, organizations, etc.); and in machine translation or cross-language information retrieval, special transliteration processes can be applied to entity names across
languages with different alphabets,4 provided that the names have been identified.
Although ners that employ mostly hand-crafted rules5,6 may perform very well,
ners that use statistical and machine learning techniques, including Hidden Markov
or Maximum Entropy Models,7,8,9,10 decision tree learning and/or boosting,11,12,13
and Support Vector Machines,14,15 usually outperform them and they are easier
to port to new text genres (e.g., biomedical, instead of news articles), where new
name categories (e.g., protein names) may also need to be supported. However,
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supervised statistical and machine learning-based ners still require a tedious manual
annotation phase, during which humans must tag occurrences of entity names in
a training corpus. This problem can be alleviated with active learning, also known
as selective sampling, whereby the learning algorithm itself selects and presents for
human annotation only training instances it expects to improve its performance.
Active learning, in various flavours, has been exploited in several text processing
tasks, such as text classification,16,17,18,19 part-of-speech tagging,20 chunking,21,22
parsing,23,24 and information extraction.23
More directly relevant to the topic of this paper is the work of Becker et al.,25,26
who employed active learning to train an English ner for astronomy documents.
Becker et al. select iteratively from a pool of candidate, non-annotated training
examples the new training examples to be presented for human annotation, by
measuring for each candidate example the degree of disagreement between two different classifiers. The two classifiers are trained on all of the previously selected
(and manually annotated) training examples using the same learning algorithm, a
conditional Markov model, but each classifier uses only half of the feature set. Candidate training examples for which the two classifiers disagree most are preferred,
and this allows the ner to reach the same accuracy level with fewer training examples, compared to passive learning, i.e., random selection of training examples. More
generally, one can measure the disagreement of n different classifiers; the classifiers
can be created by using different learning algorithms, feature sets, or training data,
and they can be thought of as members of a committee.27,17,20 The committee-based
approach, however, can be computationally expensive, because it requires training
n classifiers, and then obtaining n opinions on each candidate example.
An alternative active learning approach is to select training examples for which
a single classifier is most uncertain.28,18,19 This scheme is particularly suitable to
binary classification with Support Vector Machines (svms),29,30,31 where the classifier is most uncertain for instances that lie close to its separating hyperplane and
are, thus, more likely to be support vectors. Vlachos22 adapted this approach to
multi-class English named-entity recognition (and chunking), by using an ensemble of svms (one svm per name category) as a single multi-class learner and by
experimenting with different possible ways to combine the distances from the hyperplanes of all the svms when selecting training examples. Shen et al.32 carried
out similar work on an English ner, taking into account not only the distances
from the hyperplanes of the svms, but also measures intended to avoid selecting
training examples that are very similar to already selected ones (diversity) and to
promote candidate examples that are similar to many other examples that have
not been selected (representativeness). However, Shen et al. trained independent
binary classifiers for each category of entity names, which does not preclude the
possibility of classifying an expression into multiple categories (e.g., as both person
and organization) and does not allow active learning to consider the uncertainty of
all the classifiers when selecting examples. To the best of our knowledge, no other
researchers have examined active learning in ners to date.
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Research on ners is dominated by work that targets texts written in English
and other widely spoken languages. In this paper, we describe a freely available
ner for Modern Greek texts, which identifies temporal expressions, person names,
and organization names.a All other previously published work on Greek ners that
we are aware of relies on hand-crafted rules or patterns,34,35,36 and/or decision tree
induction with C4.5;37,38 the only exception is the work of Michailidis et al., where
svms, Maximum Entropy, Onetime39 and manually crafted post-editing rules were
employed. Note that tools such as part-of-speech taggers and chunkers, which are
often used in English ners, are more difficult to obtain in Greek, and this led us
to design a ner that does not require them. Also, publicly available Greek training
corpora for ners do not exist, which provided further motivation to pursue active
learning. Developing a Greek ner is further complicated by the fact that most
Greek person names and some organization names are inflected for case, and some
surnames also for gender.
As in English, Greek temporal expressions are relatively easy to identify, and
a simple approach that relies on semi-automatically produced regular expression
patterns turned out to perform adequately. In contrast, recognizing person and
organization names is much more complicated, and we addressed it by using an
ensemble of four svms.b Two of them scan the input text to identify person and
organization names, respectively, in a first pass. The other two svms then re-scan
the text, taking into consideration the decisions of the first pass. As in stacking,42
the second-pass classifiers can learn to correct mistakes of the first pass, an effect
that was demonstrated in earlier named-entity recognition experiments.43 Additional classifiers, for example trained with different algorithms, could also be used
in the first pass, at the expense of additional computational cost, to form a committee presided by the second pass.44,45,46 Unlike previous stacking for named-entity
recognition, however, when our second pass classifies each token of the text, it does
not have access only to the tag(s) that the first pass assigned to that token. It also
consults information showing whether or not the first pass classified that token or
any of its neighbors as persons or organizations anywhere else in the same text with
high confidence; this allows our ner to identify re-occurrences of names in contexts
that make them more difficult to recognize.
Our two-pass approach was inspired by Edinburgh University’s muc-7 ner.47
In that system, however, the multiple passes were implemented in a radically dif-

a The

software can be downloaded from http://www.aueb.gr/users/ion/. An earlier version of
our ner did not support organization names.33
b We use the libsvm40 implementation of svms, including libsvm’s grid-search parameter-tuning
utility. Based on the results of Vlachos22 in named-entity recognition, we use a radial basis function
(rbf) kernel; see Vlachos for related discussion. Using a different svm per name category is the
simplest way to handle multi-category classification with svms; it also allows us to use a different
feature set per name category. Another possibility is to use one svm for each pair of name categories,
as in the work of Michailidis et al.,41 but this leads to a very large number of svms as the number
of name categories increases.
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ferent way, using gradually more permissive hand-crafted transduction rules and
consulting a Maximum Entropy name-matching component before moving on to a
more permissive set of transduction rules. Our two passes are also different from
the approach whereby a first phase identifies all entity names and a second one categorizes them.15 Furthermore, unlike the system of Shen et al., our ensemble acts
as a single classifier with non-overlapping categories. In active learning, we select
training examples for each pass by considering the distances from the hyperplanes
of both svms of that pass, much as in Vlachos. Our ensemble, however, differs from
that of Vlachos in that it performs two passes, using a very different feature set, and
targets a different language. Our two passes are trained on separate data, and we
show that this allows us to continue improving the system’s performance by adding
training data to the second-pass svms with active learning, when the training set
of the first-pass svms has become too large for them to process in reasonable time.
The performance of our ner was evaluated on two corpora: a general collection
of Greek newspaper articles, and a more focussed, in terms of topics, collection
of Greek financial articles. Section 2 describes further our ner and motivates the
design choices that underly it. Section 3 presents our experimental results. Section
4 concludes and highlights directions for further work.

2. System description
At run time, i.e., when using the trained system on new texts, named-entity recognition proceeds in three stages: preprocessing, temporal expression recognition, and
recognition of person and organization names. The names of persons and organizations are identified in a single stage, which employs two passes, as discussed above.
This section considers in turn the three stages.

2.1. Preprocessing and classification task
Both during training and at run time, the system first applies to the texts a simplistic tokenizer, which treats any non-alphanumeric character as a separate token; for
example, “H k. G.A. Nikolou-Papadkh d lwse stic 13/12/98. . . ” becomes `H', `k', `.',
`G, `.', `A', `.', `Nikolou', `-', `Papadkh', `d lwse', `stic', `13', `/', `12', `/', `98', . . . Words containing both Greek and Latin characters are also split; for instance, “Eurogn¸sh”
becomes ‘Euro’, ‘gn¸sh’. The texts of our experiments were all initially in html;
any html tags are removed, after marking tokens that are immediately before endof-paragraph tags as last tokens of sentences. An svm-based sentence splitter is also
applied to locate punctuation symbols that end sentences, as opposed to punctuation that signals, for example, abbreviations. Following Bikel et al.,8 named-entity
recognition is then viewed as the task of assigning each token to one of the name
categories (in our case, temporal expression, person name, or organization name)
or the not-a-name category. That is, unlike other ners,10 we do not use special
categories for the first tokens of person names and organizations. This reduces the
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number of categories and, thus, simplifies the classification task, but it has the disadvantage that we cannot distinguish between adjacent names of the same category.
For example, in the Greek translation of “the sister of John Smith Mary Rose said”,
all four capitalized tokens would be classified as person names, and there would be
no indication of the boundaries of the two names. In its final output, our ner marks
adjacent tokens of the same name category as single names, and this would produce
wrongly: “the sister of <enamex type=’person’> John Smith Mary Rose</enamex>
said”.c Such cases, however, are very rare, to the extent that they can be ignored.
2.2. Temporal expression recognition
Temporal expressions are recognized using patterns, which are produced semiautomatically from the training data as follows. First, all the manually tagged
temporal expressions are retrieved from the training corpus. The retrieved expressions are then generalized by replacing all numbers with regular expressions
and by substituting tokens by pre-defined token types, such as month, sep(arator),
special, article. For instance, “12 December 2005” becomes “[0-9]{2} month
[0-9]{4}”, “Easter of 68” becomes “special article [0-9]{2}”, and “12.1.67” becomes “[0-9]{2} sep [0-9]{1} sep [0-9]{2}”. (In “Easter of 68” the corresponding
Greek expression contains an article instead of “of”. We show many examples in
English for the benefit of readers who do not speak Greek.) We use 13 token types;
for each token type, there is a list that specifies which tokens (in all inflected forms)
belong to that type. The token types and the lists are created manually and they
may have to be modified when moving to texts of a different origin or genre, but
otherwise the generation of the patterns is automatic, which is why we call the
process semi-automatic.
Generalized expressions that differ only in numeric sub-expressions are then
combined by creating disjunctions of the numeric sub-expressions. For instance, “[0-9]{2} sep [0-9]{1} sep [0-9]{2}” and “[0-9]{1} sep [0-9]{2} sep
[0-9]{4}”, which may derive from “12.1.67” and “1-11-2005”, are replaced by
“([0-9]{2}|[0-9]{1}) sep ([0-9]{1}|[0-9]{2}) sep ([0-9]{2}|[0-9]{4})”. Finally,
the resulting patterns are sorted by length. At run time, if multiple temporal patterns apply, we use the longest (more specific) one. It is also possible to impose a
frequency threshold, to discard patterns that are too rare in the training corpus,
and to add hand-crafted patterns, but these options of the system were not used in
our experiments.
The simplistic generalization approach presented above performs very well with
temporal expressions, which is why we do not use a more elaborate learning method
instead, unlike person and organization names, where initial experiments showed the
simplistic approach to be inadequate.
c We

follow the guidelines of muc-7, adapted to Greek, as to which expressions should be considered temporal, person names, or organization names, and we use similar XML tags; consult
http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related projects/muc/.
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2.3. Person and organization name recognition
The names of persons and organizations are identified in a single, third stage, as
already mentioned. This stage is invoked after the patterns of the previous section
have been applied to identify the temporal expressions. It is assumed that all of the
temporal expressions have been identified correctly, an assumption our experiments
show to be reasonable. Hence, in this stage the ner classifies all of the tokens that
have not been identified as parts of temporal expressions into three non-overlapping
categories: person name tokens, organization name tokens, or none.
2.3.1. Sure-fire rules
The svm of the first pass that identifies person names has to classify each token as
person or non-person. Similarly, the svm that identifies organization names has to
separate organization tokens from non-organization ones. Person tokens, however,
are much fewer than non-person ones, and similarly there are many more nonorganization tokens than organization ones. Hence, each svm of the first pass is
faced with a grossly imbalanced binary classification problem, and the same applies
to the svms of the second pass. This imbalance is problematic, because it leads the
svms (and most supervised learning algorithms) to learn to classify all tokens in
the majority class, in our case non-persons and non-organizations, respectively. To
reduce the imbalance, we employ simplistic ‘sure-fire’ rules; there are separate surefire rules for persons and organizations, with minor differences. At run time, tokens
that satisfy the sure-fire rules are classified as non-persons or non-organizations,
respectively, without consulting the corresponding svms; and the svms are trained
only on examples of tokens that do not satisfy the sure-fire rules (and have not
been tagged as temporal expressions). Preliminary experiments indicated that the
ratio of person to non-person tokens is initially approximately 1:42. After removing
temporal-expressions and tokens satisfying the sure-fire rules of persons, it becomes
1:3.5, and only 0.2% of the removed tokens are person names. In a similar manner,
the ratio of organization to non-organization tokens is reduced from 1:40 to 1:4.5
with the same error rate. By “removed tokens” we mean that the svms are not
invoked to decide upon their categories, and that these tokens do not give rise
to training instances of the svms. They are not literally removed from the texts,
however, and the svms may well examine features of the “removed tokens” when
classifying other neighboring tokens.
The sure-fire rules classify as non-persons and non-organizations all numeric
tokens, all punctuation and other non-alphabetic symbols, tokens that do not start
with a capital letter, as well as tokens ending in “ wnw”, “ mai”, “ sai”, and other
suffixes that are highly indicative of Greek verb forms. They also classify as nonpersons or non-organizations, respectively, stop-words that are rare in names of
the corresponding types. The sure-fire rules of persons use more stop-words than
those of organizations, because some stop-words that are rare in person names
occur frequently in organization names (e.g., “Bank of Greece”). Another difference
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between the sure-fire rules of persons and organizations is that the latter make
some exceptions, and do not classify as non-organizations tokens like “upourgeÐo”
(ministry) and “qrhmatist rio” (stock-exchange), even if they do not start with
capital letters, because these tokens are often written with a lower-case first letter
in organization names. A further complication is that the sure-fire rules of persons
are not applied to tokens directly preceded by other tokens that have been handtagged (during training) or classified (at run time) as persons, and similarly for
the sure-fire rules of organizations. This arrangement is needed in cases like the
abbreviated person name “Eu. PapanoÔtsoc”, where the full stop is part of the
name, even though it is a punctuation symbol.

2.3.2. First pass
At run time, the two svms of the first pass are invoked to classify the tokens of the
input text (from left to right) that have not been classified as temporal expressions
and do not satisfy the sure-fire rules. The svm implementation that we use returns
a confidence score in [−1, 1] for each instance (in our case, token) being classified,
which shows the svm’s certainty that the instance belongs to the positive class (in
our case, person or organization, respectively); negative scores indicate that the
svm classifies the instance in the negative class (non-person or non-organization).
If the persons svm classifies a token in its positive class and the organizations svm
classifies it in its negative class, we take the decision of the first pass to be that
the token is (part of) a person name, and similarly for organization names. If both
svms classify a token in their positive classes, we follow the decision of the svm
with the highest confidence. Finally, if both svms classify a token in their negative
classes, we take the decision of the first pass to be that the token is neither person
nor organization.
Each token to be classified by the two svms of the first pass is represented
as a vector containing features of that token and its context. Actually, the two
svms use slightly different feature sets, and, hence, there are two different vector
representations of each token to be classified, one for each svm. In the remainder
of this sub-section we focus on these vector representations. Henceforth, t0 denotes
the token to be classified, and ti the |i|-th token to the right (positive i) or left
(negative i) of t0 .
The first-pass svm for persons uses 165 features, while the one for organizations
uses 170. The features of the two svms are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively; a bullet indicates that the corresponding feature is used, and a zero or an
empty cell that it is not. For example, both svms use seven Boolean features (no.
1–7) that indicate whether or not t−3 , . . . , t3 are commas. They also use 14 features
(no. 36–49) that examine if t−3 , . . . , t3 are written in Greek or Latin characters;
this information is useful, because foreign person names and organization names
are often written in Latin characters in Greek texts. The sizes of the bullets are
approximately proportional to the information gain scores of the features in use,
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i.e., to the expected reduction of the decision uncertainty (entropy) that we gain
by using the corresponding feature, as opposed to using no features at all.d For
instance, features 8–14, which check for full stops around t0 , turn out to be more
valuable in terms of information gain to the svm for persons than to the svm for
organizations. Features with near-zero information gain scores (< 10−9 ) are marked
with zeros in Tables 1 and 2.
The features of the two svms were selected from a manually constructed set of
candidate features, which contained a candidate feature for each one of the nonempty cells of Tables 1 and 2. For example, there was initially also a candidate
feature (no. 32) of the svm for persons that checked if t0 was a number, but it
was discarded during the feature selection process. Feature selection was performed
using a manually tagged training corpus of approximately 200 randomly selected
newspaper articles. (This is part 1 of corpus 1 to be discussed in Section 3.1 below,
and it corresponds to approximately 17.000 training instances for each svm.) We
divided that corpus in two equally large parts. The first one was used to compute
the information gain scores of Tables 1 or 2, respectively. It was also used to train
each svm using the m features with the highest information gain scores, with m
ranging from 60 to 175. For each value of m, we measured the performance of the
svms on the instances of the second part of the corpus, and eventually kept the m
values that led to the best performance. (More precisely, performance was measured
in terms of F-measure, to be defined in following sections.) This led to m = 165 for
the persons svm, and m = 170 for the organizations svm.
Examining the information gain scores of the discarded candidate features revealed that the feature selection process discarded exactly those candidate features
with near-zero information gain scores. We note that selecting directly all of the
candidate features whose information gain was above a threshold would have led to
the question of how to determine the best threshold value. It would also have provided no indication of whether or not some selected features are redundant given the
features with higher scores. Our feature selection process shows that this is not the
case: removing any number of the worst (lowest information gain) selected features
leads to worse performance on the second part of the corpus.
Returning to Tables 1 and 2, features 64–70, which measure the lengths in characters of t−3 , . . . , t3 are examples of numeric features. All numeric features are
normalized to [−1, 1].e In the case of features 64–70, the value −1 corresponds to a
length of 1 character, +0.9 to 10 characters, and +1 to more than ten characters.
Features 71–84 show if t−3 , . . . , t3 have prefixes or suffixes that are common in Greek
surnames, such as “Papa ”, “Kara ”, “Qatzh ”, “ akhc”, “ idhc” and “ opouloc”; we
use about a dozen of each. Features 85–91 employ a list of 350 common Greek first

d A formal definition of information gain can be found in the literature.48 We computed the information gain scores using weka,49 available from http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ml/weka/.
e See, for example, the documentation of libsvm40 for a discussion of why normalizing all numeric
features to the same interval is beneficial.
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Table 1.
no.
1–7
8–14
15–21
22–28
29–35
36–42
43–49
50–56
57–63
64–70
71–77
78–84
85–91
92–98
99–105
106–112
113–119
120–126
127–133
134–140
141–147
148–154
155–161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
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Features of the first-pass svm for persons, with information gain (IG) scores.
feature descriptions
comma?
full stop?
dash?
slash?
number?
Greek characters?
Latin characters?
first character capital?
all characters capital?
length in characters
common surname prefix?
common surname suffix?
common first name?
common last character?
common sing. adj. ending?
plural noun/adj. ending?
common sing. gen. ending?
ends in final sigma?
distance from “A.E.” etc.
starts with “ministry” etc.?
is last token of sentence?
part of article’s title?
distance from start of name
directly preceded by Mr(s)?
preceded by plural Mr(s)?
t−1
in P1−2
list?
t−1
in P3−4
list?
t−1
in P>4
list?
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in P1−2
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in P3−4
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in P>4
t−1
in R1−2 list?
t−1
in R3−4
list?
t−1
in R>4
list?
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in R1−2
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in R3−4
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in R>4

t−3

t−2

t−1

t0

t1

t3

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

0
0

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

• •
• •

t2

•
•

•
•

•
•

• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
•
•
• •

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

0

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

0

•

0
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
0

Note: B: Boolean; n: numeric; 0 : IG = 0; • : 0 < IG ≤ 0.01; • : 0.01 < IG ≤ 0.1;

•
•

•
•

•

values
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
n
B
B
n
B
B
B
B
B
n
B
B
B
B
B
B
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

• : IG > 0.1.

names that we extracted from a Greek calendar’s name days. For example, the value
of feature 88 is 1 if t0 is present in that list. Otherwise, the value of that feature
indicates the length of the longest prefix of t0 that matches the corresponding prefix
of the alphabetically closest entry of the list, normalized to [−1, 1] (−1 for no match,
1 for the longest possible match). For instance, if t0 is “Miltidou” and the closest
entry of the list is “Miltidhc”, the longest matching prefix is 7 characters long.
This partial matching allows us to capture, to a large extent, inflectional variants
of Greek person names.
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Table 2.
no.
1–7
8–14
15–21
22–28
29–35
36–42
43–49
50–56
57–63
64–70
71–77
78–84
85–91
92–98
99–105
106–112
113–119
120–126
127–133
134–140
141–147
148–154
155–161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

Features of the 1st pass svm for organizations, with information gain (IG) scores.
feature descriptions
comma?
full stop?
dash?
slash?
number?
Greek characters?
Latin characters?
first character capital?
all characters capital?
length in characters
common surname prefix?
common surname suffix?
common first name?
common last character?
common sing. adj. ending?
plural noun/adj. ending?
common sing. gen. ending?
ends in final sigma?
distance from “A.E.” etc.
starts with “ministry” etc.?
is last token of sentence?
part of article’s title?
distance from start of name
directly preceded by Mr(s)?
preceded by plural Mr(s)?
t−1
in P1−2
list?
t−1
in P3−4
list?
t−1
in P>4
list?
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in P1−2
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in P3−4
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in P>4
t−1
in R1−2 list?
t−1
in R3−4
list?
t−1
in R>4
list?
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in R1−2
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in R3−4
t−7 ,...,t−1
prev. tokens in R>4

t−3

t−2

t−1

t0

t1

t2

t3

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

0

0

0

•

•

•

•
•

0

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Note: B: Boolean; n: numeric; 0 : IG = 0; • : 0 < IG ≤ 0.01; • : 0.01 < IG ≤ 0.1;

•

values
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
n
B
B
n
B
B
B
B
B
n
B
B
B
B
B
B
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

• : IG > 0.1.

Features 92–98 show if t−3 , . . . , t3 end in “ c” (final sigma), “ n”, or a vowel,
as most modern Greek words do, or not; if not, this is an indication that the corresponding token may be an abbreviation, as in the person name “Andr. Papandrèou”
or the company name “Nik. I. Jeoqarkhc A.E.”. There is also a set of features (120–
126) that checks if t−3 , . . . , t3 end in “ c” in particular, which is very common in
masculine Greek first names. We would have also liked to include part-of-speech
information, but we had no Greek part-of-speech tagger available at the time of our
experiments. Instead, in earlier work50 we assessed the information gain (with re-
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spect to the svm for person names) of features corresponding to common endings of
Greek nouns, adjectives, etc. Based on that assessment, we included (as candidate
features) in the work of this paper features 99–105, which check for some common singular adjective endings (e.g., “ koc”, “ kou”), features 106–112, which look
for common plural noun and adjective endings (e.g., “ oi”, “ ouc”), and features
113–119, which look for common singular genitive endings (e.g., “ ou”, “ hc”).
Features 127–133 check for abbreviations of legal types of companies that are
common in Greek organization names (e.g., “A.E.”, “E.P.E.”) in a window of ±10
tokens around each one of t−3 , . . . , t3 . The values of these features depend on the
distance of the closest legal type abbreviation from ti : if the abbreviation starts 10
tokens or more before ti , the value is −1; if it starts 10 tokens or more after ti ,
the value is 1; and if it starts in a window ±10 around ti , the feature takes a value
in (−1, 1) proportional to its distance. There are also features (134–140) that look
for words like “upourgeÐo” (ministry) or “qrhmatist rio” (stock-exchange), which are
often parts of organization names.
Features 141–147 check if t−3 , . . . , t3 , respectively, is the last token of a sentence, as determined by the sentence splitter and the end-of-paragraph html tags.
This information is useful, because it flags, for example, full stops that do not end
sentences, which are often parts of abbreviated names. Features 148–154 show if
t−3 , . . . , t3 are parts of the title of a news article, which is again useful, because
different writing conventions are often used in titles (e.g., all capitals, no full stops);
in our experiments, the titles could be identified easily from the html tags of the
original texts. In features 155–161, we examine the distance of t0 from the first
token of a continuous sequence of person tokens (in the case of the persons svm) or
organization tokens (in the case of the organizations svm) that directly precede t0 ;
for example, in the person name “Ge¸rgioc Alèxandroc Magkkhc” the distance of
the last token from the first one is 3. These features (155–161) are all Boolean, and
they show if the distance is ≤ 1, 2, 3, . . . , 7 tokens. They provide information that
is useful to estimate how likely it is for t0 to continue a preceding multi-token person or organization name. The seven features could have been replaced by a single
numeric one, but using multiple Boolean features instead allowed us to confirm, by
computing their information gain scores, that examining up to seven tokens to the
left of t0 still provides useful information. The information gain scores of all seven
features correspond to bullets of the same size, which is why we show a single bullet
for all seven features per svm in Tables 1 and 2.
Features 162 and 163 indicate whether or not t0 is directly preceded by “k.”
(“Mr.”/“Mrs.” in Greek), and whether or not t0 is preceded by “k.k.” or “kk.”
(plural of “k.”) in a window of 10 tokens to the left of t0 . Notice that these features
turn out to be very useful to the organizations svm too, because if a token is
preceded by an abbreviation of this type, this is strong evidence that the token is
part of a person name, which helps the organizations svm classify it correctly to
its negative class. Similar comments can be made for other features, such as 85–91,
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which look for common first names. Observations of this kind led us to provide
initially all candidate features to both svms, even though some candidate features
appear to be targeting exclusively person or organization names.
We also use 6 numeric features (164–169) that check the degree to which t0
is preceded by tokens that occur frequently before person tokens in the training
t−1
t−1
t−1
corpus of each experiment. During training, we construct 6 lists: P1−2
, P3−4
, P>4
,
t−1
t−7 ,...,t−1
t−7 ,...,t−1
t−7 ,...,t−1
. P1−2 stores all the tokens of 1 or 2 characters
, and P>4
, P3−4
P1−2
t−1
that occur immediately before person tokens in the training corpus. Similarly, P3−4
t−1
and P>4 store all the tokens of 3-4 characters or more, respectively, that occur
immediately before person tokens in the training corpus. The three P t−1 lists are
mostly used to collect titles like “sir” and “general”, in Greek, that often precede
directly person names; the reason for using three seperate P t−1 lists, depending on
the lengths of the tokens, is explained below. The three P t−7 ,...,t−1 lists are similar,
but they store tokens of the corresponding lengths that occur anywhere up to 7
positions before person tokens in the training corpus; they are used to collect words
like “president” or “director”, which often precede person names, but not necessarily
directly, as in “the president of France J. Chirac”. In all six lists, the tokens are
stored along with their frequencies in the training corpus. A frequency threshold of
3 is applied to the P t−1 lists, i.e., tokens that do not occur at least three times in
the training corpus immediately before t0 are discarded. For the P t−7 ,...,t−1 lists,
the threshold is 10.
When generating the feature vector of t0 , the three P t−1 lists give rise to three
numeric features (164–166), whose values are the frequencies of t−1 , as stored in
the corresponding lists and normalized to (−1, 1], or −1 if t−1 is not present in the
corresponding list. That is, the values of the three features indicate how frequently
the particular t−1 token occurs directly before person tokens in the training corpus.
We use three separate P t−1 lists and features, depending on the lengths of the
tokens, because shorter words (e.g., articles) tend to be more frequent in texts than
longer words are, and, hence, finding at run time at position t−1 a short word that
occurs at that position with a high frequency in the training texts may be less
informative than finding at the same position a longer word that occurs with the
same frequency in the training texts.
Similarly, the three P t−7 ,...,t−1 lists, give rise to 3 additional numeric features
(167–169). When constructing the feature vector of t0 , the value of each one of
these three features is the sum of the frequencies of the particular tokens t−7 , . . . ,
t−1 that precede t0 , as recorded in the corresponding lists, normalized to [−1, 1].
A feature value of 1 corresponds to a sum-value equal to, or greater than twice
the average sum value, as estimated from the training corpus, −1 corresponds to a
zero sum-value, and intermediate sum-values are distributed uniformly in (−1, 1).
When computing the values of the three features, if any of t−7 , . . . , t−1 does not
belong to the same sentence as t0 , that token is ignored, i.e., its frequency does not
contribute to the sum. This is because, for example, the occurrence of “president”
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in a previous sentence provides no indication that t0 is a person token, even if the
two tokens are close. Similar restrictions apply to other features50 .
t−1
t−1
t−1
,
, R>4
, R3−4
In a similar manner, we construct 6 more lists, namely R1−2
t−7 ,...,t−1
t−7 ,...,t−1
t−7 ,...,t−1
, which store information about the tokens
, and R>4
, R3−4
R1−2
that occur before organization tokens in the training corpus. These lists give rise to
features 170–175, as with the P lists of features 164–169. The sizes of the bullets
in Tables 1 and 2 show that most of the features that use the P and R lists are
particularly valuable in terms of information gain. Note that in Tables 1 and 2 we
show, for simplicity, features 167–169 and 173–175 as operating on t0 , whereas in
reality they examine t−7 , . . . , t−1 .
By using the P and R lists, we can check the neighborhood of t0 for tokens
that accompany frequently entity names, without increasing excessively the size of
the feature set. In contrast, Vlachos22 , for example, uses thousands of Boolean features, each signalling if a particular token is present at a particular position within
a window of ±2 tokens around t0 ; using such a large feature set, however, increases
significantly the training and classification times of the svms. Our P and R lists
are similar to the lists of “triggers” of Zhou and Su10 , where the triggers appear to
be tokens that accompany frequently entity names of a particular category. However, the trigger lists of Zhou and Su do not seem to record the frequencies of the
triggers in the training corpus, and they are manually post-processed, whereas the
construction of our P and R lists is fully automatic.
2.3.3. Second pass
A person or an organization token may occur several times in a text, and context may make some of its occurrences (e.g., “Mr. M. Liapis”, “the director of
Forthnet S.A.”) easier to identify than others (“According to Liapis. . . ”, “Forthnet
announces. . . ”). Consequently, the first pass may have classified some occurrences
of a token as, say, persons and some other occurrences of the same token as nonpersons. However, if the first pass has classified an occurrence of a token (e.g.,
“Liapis”) as person with very high confidence, then any other occurrence of the
same token in the same text is probably also (part of) a person name. Furthermore, if a token (e.g., “Michalis”) is accompanied by another token (e.g., “Liapis”
in “Michalis Liapis”) that the first pass has classified anywhere in the text as person
with very high confidence, then this is an indication that the first token (“Michalis”)
may also be part of a person name. Similar observations apply to tokens that the
first pass has classified as organizations with very high confidence.
To capture these observations, at run-time, once the first pass is complete, we
create two sets Sp and So of all the tokens that the first pass has classified as
person and organization names, respectively, anywhere in the text with confidence
greater than 0.9; the reader is reminded that the svm implementation that we use
returns confidence scores in [−1, 1]. We then use the second-pass svms to re-classify
all of the token occurrences of the input text, again from left to right, skipping
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temporal expressions and tokens that satisfy the corresponding sure-fire rules. For
each token occurrence, the decision of the second pass is taken by examining the
confidence scores of the two second-pass svms, as in the first pass, and this is
considered to be the final decision of the ner. The two svms of the second pass
use the features of the corresponding svms of the first pass, and the additional
features of Tables 3 and 4. There are 42 and 47 additional features, respectively,
for person and organization names. The additional features were selected from an
initial set of 56 candidate features, which correspond to the cells of Tables 3 and 4,
using the same feature selection process as in the first pass. This time, the feature
selection process discarded all the candidate features whose information gain scores
were below 0.001; these are marked with zeros in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3.
no.
1–7
8–14
15–21
22–28
29–35
36–42
43–49
50–56

Additional 2nd pass features for persons, with information gain (IG) scores.
feature descriptions
1st pass person confidence
1st pass org. confidence
in Sp ?
in So ?
distance from prev. person
distance from prev. org.
distance from next person
distance from next org.

t−3
0

t0

•

t1

t2

•
•

•
•

t3

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

0

•
•

•

0

•

•
•

•

•

•

0

0
0

•

0

0

•

•

•

0

0

0

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

0
0

Note: B: Boolean; n: numeric; 0 : IG < 0.001;
: IG > 0.1.

no.
1–7
8–14
15–21
22–28
29–35
36–42
43–49
50–56

t−1

•
•

•

Table 4.

t−2

•

•

•
•

•
•

values
n
n
B
B
n
n
n
n

: 0.001 ≤ IG ≤ 0.01; • : 0.01 < IG ≤ 0.1;

Additional 2nd pass features for organizations, with IG scores.

feature descriptions
1st pass person confidence
1st pass org. confidence
in Sp ?
in So ?
distance from prev. person
distance from prev. org.
distance from next person
distance from next org.

t−3

t−2

t−1

•

•

•

t0

t1

•
•

t2

t3

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

0

0

•

•

•

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
0
0

•

•

•

0

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

values
n
n
B
B
n
n
n
n

Note: All symbols have the same meanings as in Table 3.

Features 1–7 and 8–14 of Tables 3 and 4 are the confidence scores of the two
first-pass svms, respectively, for t−3 , . . . , t3 , normalized to [−1, 1]. The second-pass
svms are trained after the training of the first-pass svms has been completed, and
they are trained on texts whose tokens have been annotated with the confidence
scores of the first-pass svms. Features 1–14, allow the second-pass svms to learn
when and to what degree to trust the decisions of the first-pass svms. In that
respect, the two passes can be seen as a form of stacking.42 As already pointed
out, however, our two passes differ from previous stacking approaches to namedentity recognition43,44,45,46 in that when our second pass classifies a token (t0 ), it
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does not have access only to the confidence scores of the first-pass svms (features
1–14) for that token. It also consults the So and Sp sets, through features 15–
28, which show whether or not the first pass classified t0 or any of its neighbors
(t−3 , . . . , t−1 , t1 , . . . , t3 ) as persons or organizations anywhere else in the same text
with high confidence. In that respect, our second pass is similar to a check that Zhou
et al.10 perform during the decoding phase of their Hidden Markov Model, where
they examine if a token matches other names that have already been identified. That
check, however, appears to be limited to previously identified names that precede
t0 , and, hence, it cannot help exploit later occurrences of the same token in “easier”
contexts. Furthermore, Zhou et al. do not seem to examine if the neighbors of t0
have already been classified as entity names.
Some documents contain sequences of person or organization names. For instance, sports news may list the players of a team; and financial news may list the
companies the form a consortium. To provide some indication of whether or not
t0 is within a sequence of names, features 29–35 and 36–42 show the distances of
t−3 , . . . , t3 from the last token of the closest person or organization name, respectively, as identified by the first pass, that precedes ti ; and similarly features 43–49
and 50–56 show the distances from the first token of the closest person or organization name, respectively, that follows ti . Tables 3 and 4 show that some of these
features turn out to be useful.
Apart from helping our ner increase its effectiveness, the second pass has an
additional benefit related to efficiency. As we add training instances to the svms
of the first pass, their classification accuracy improves, but training them becomes
significantly slower, to the extent that adding more training instances eventually
becomes impractical, especially in active learning where the svms are retrained
iteratively. At that point, we stop expanding the training set of the first-pass svms,
and we start training the svms of the second pass. The training set of the second-pass
svms is initially very small, which allows us to continue to add training instances.
Nevertheless, the second-pass svms soon exceed the performance of the first pass,
because their additional features allow them to exploit the experience of the firstpass svms. We discuss these issues further when presenting our experimental results.
2.3.4. Active learning
In a binary classification problem, an svm uses in general non-linear functions to
map the feature vectors to a new vector space of higher dimensionality. It then
employs optimization techniques to locate a separating hyperplane in the new space,
such that the hyperplane separates the training vectors of the two categories with
the maximum margin, i.e., with the maximum distance between the closest training
vectors of the two categories. The resulting optimal separating hyperplane is always
in the middle of two other parallel hyperplanes, which are tangential to the training
instances of the positive or negative category, respectively, as shown in the left
part of Figure 1. The equation of the optimal hyperplane depends only on training
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vectors that lie on, and thus define, the two tangential hyperplanes; these vectors
are called support vectors.

tangential
hyperplanes

misplaced
vectors
“negative”
support vectors

separating
hyperplane
“positive”
support vectors

Figure 1.

margin

The hyperplane of an svm with perfect (left) and imperfect (right) separation.

Mapping the original feature vectors to a space of higher dimensionality increases
the chances that a separating hyperplane exists, i.e., that the problem becomes
linearly separable in the new vector space. The learning problem, however, may
remain linearly inseparable in the new space; or requiring perfect separation may
lead to a separating hyperplane with a very small margin, which may not classify
well new, unseen instances. Hence, the separating hyperplane is usually allowed
to misplace a few training instances, i.e., some training instances are allowed to
fall either inside the margin or on the wrong side of the hyperplane, as shown in
the right part of Figure 1. The optimization process, then, looks for a hyperplane
that separates the training vectors of the two categories with the maximum margin
and the smallest total misplacement (distances of the misplaced training instances
from the corresponding tangential hyperplanes). In that case, the support vectors,
i.e., the training vectors that affect the equation of the separating hyperplane, are
both those that lie on the tangential hyperplanes and those that are misplaced.
The reader may wish to consult, for example, Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor31 for a
formal introduction to svms.
As already mentioned, the goal of active learning is to allow the system to select
and present for human annotation only those candidate training instances that
it expects to improve its performance. In the case of svms, adding new training
vectors that are not support vectors does not affect the optimal hyperplane, as
the new vectors are in effect ignored. Therefore, one should concentrate on adding
training vectors that fall inside the margin (or on the tangential hyperplanes) and,
hence, close to the separating hyperplane, or on the wrong side of the hyperplane.
In the second case, if the svm has already encountered a large number of training
examples and the problem is linearly separable in the new vector space, training
vectors that fall on the wrong side will also tend to be close to the separating
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hyperplane (the svm will be close to classifying them correctly). Hence, in both
cases one should concentrate on adding training instances whose vectors fall close
to the separating hyperplane the svm has learnt so far. Consequently, when selecting
among candidate training instances, we prefer the instances that are closest to the
current separating hyperplane, an approach that has also been employed in namedentity recognition by Vlachos22 and Shen et al.32 A more formal account of why
this selection strategy is reasonable in svms, along with supporting experimental
results from text classification, can be found elsewhere.28,19
A further complication is that in each pass we have two svms, one for person
names and one for organization names, and the two svms are trained in parallel.
Hence, when we assess each candidate training instance, we need to combine its distances from the current separating hyperplanes of both svms. Based on the results
of Vlachos,22 who experimented with several combination functions, we combine
the two distances using the min function; i.e., we use the shortest of the two distances to assess the usefulness of each candidate training instance. The two distances
are comparable, because the svm implementation that we use normalizes them to
[−1, 1]. Despite its simplicity, the min function was among the top performers in
the named-entity recognition experiments of Vlachos.
Note that if a candidate training instance (token) satisfies the sure-fire rules of
a name category (persons or organizations), we ignore the distance of the corresponding svm, and we assess the instance based solely on the distance of the other
svm. Also, when a selected training instance is presented for human annotation, the
annotated instance is added to the training data of both svms, regardless of which
svm’s distance was used to select it. The instance will probably be more useful
to the svm with the shortest distance, but given that it can also be added to the
training data of the other svm without additional annotation effort, it may be a
waste of training data not to do so; on the other hand, adding the instance to the
training data of both svms increases the training time of both, which may not be
justified in the case of the svm with the longest distance. We plan to investigate
this issue further in future work.
When training the pair of svms of the first or second pass, we assume that
there is a large pool of texts (e.g., obtained from the archives of a newspaper).
Most learning-based ners are constructed by picking randomly some of the pool’s
texts, manually annotating them exhaustively, and then training the ners on the
annotated texts. In our case, this means annotating all of the tokens of the selected
texts that do not satisfy the temporal expression patterns nor the sure-fire rules,
and training the pair of svms on vectors representing the annotated tokens. We
call this approach passive learning. In contrast, active learning in our case assesses
repeatedly the remaining candidate training instances of the pool, i.e., the tokens
that have not been annotated and do not satisfy the temporal expression patterns
nor the sure-fire rules. In each iteration, it presents for human annotation a batch
consisting of the most useful candidate training instances, and once the instances
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have been annotated, the pair of svms is retrained on all of the instances that
have been annotated so far. The remaining candidate training instances are then
re-assessed, and a new batch is formed.
Assessing the candidate training instances in each iteration requires computing
their distances to the current separating hyperplanes of both svms. The distances
are, roughly speaking, the confidence scores that the svms return during classification; hence, we need to classify all the candidate training instances of the pool, and
this has to be repeated whenever the svms are retrained, because the hyperplanes
change. For large pools, this becomes impractical. As a compromise, we divide the
pool in ten parts, and whenever we need a new batch, we select in turn another
part of the pool and limit the selection process to the candidate training instances
of that part. This allows active learning to consider eventually all of the candidate
training instances of the pool, while reducing the distance computations. See also
Segal et al.51 for an alternative approach to speed up the computations.
An important parameter is the batch size, i.e., how many new training instances
we select before re-training the svms. The larger the batch size the fewer iterations
and, hence, also re-trainings of the svms are necessary to reach the same total number of training instances, which may reduce the overall training time. On the other
hand, the larger the batch size the more we risk selecting training instances that
will be less useful once the other instances of the batch have been added to the
training set. With large batch sizes we also risk including in the batch very similar
training vectors, for example deriving from different occurrences of the same tokens
in almost identical contexts. To address these issues, we experimented with two
additional, more complex selection strategies, which combined the distances from
the separating hyperplanes with measures of diversity. In the first of these strategies, called local diversity, we again filled each batch with the candidate training
instances that were ranked most highly in terms of their distances from the hyperplanes, but we ignored candidate training instances that were very similar (in terms
of cosine similarity) to any instance already in the batch. The second strategy, global
diversity, was identical, except that we ignored candidate training instances that
were very similar to any instance already in the current batch or any other previous batch. We also experimented with versions of these strategies that incorporated
the notion of representativeness, i.e., the degree to which each candidate training
instance is similar and, thus, representative of many other candidate training instances. Unlike the ner results reported by Shen et al.,32 however, none of these
more complex strategies led to improvements in effectiveness,52 compared to using
only the distances from the hyperplanes. Further discussion related to diversity and
representativeness can be found in the literature.53,17,18,19

3. Corpora and experiments
This section presents the corpora that we used and our experimental results.
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3.1. Corpora
We evaluated our ner using three corpora. The first one, called corpus 0, contains all
the articles (ranging from politics and finance to sports) of the Greek newspapers
“To Vima” and “Ta Nea” that were published from July 2000 to October 2001
(12,687 articles) and from March 2001 to July 2002 (9,250 articles), respectively.f
The second corpus, corpus 1, consists of 400 randomly selected articles of corpus
0. It contains 331,000 tokens, 4,815 person and 4,265 organization names (counting
once names consisting of multiple tokens), and 1,563 temporal expressions (possibly
multi-token). The third corpus, corpus 2, consists of 715 financial articles from Greek
financial newspapers, and, hence, is more focussed in terms of topics.g It contains
205,000 tokens, 1,046 person names, 4,067 organization names, and 1,244 temporal
expressions (possibly multi-token). All tokens of corpora 1 and 2 were manually
annotated as temporal expressions, person names, organization names, or none.
3.2. Evaluating temporal expression recognition
Temporal expression recognition was evaluated separately on corpora 1 and 2, using 10-fold cross-validation. In a 10-fold cross-validation, the corpus is divided in 10
parts, and the experiments are repeated 10 times, each time using a different part
for testing and the remaining parts for training; the results are then averaged over
the 10 iterations. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 5. Precision is
2
)·precision·recall
TP
TP
, recall as TP+FN
, and Fβ as (1+β
defined as TP+FP
β 2 ·precision+recall , where TP (true
positives) and FP (false positives) are the numbers of tokens that are correctly or
wrongly, respectively, classified as temporal expressions, and FN (false negatives)
are the tokens that are wrongly classified as non-temporal expressions. Precision
shows how certain we can be that a token classified as temporal expression is indeed a (part of a) temporal expression, whereas recall shows how many temporal
expression tokens we manage to identify correctly. Fβ is a combination of precision
and recall; we use β = 1, which gives equal importance to precision and recall.
Table 5.

corpus
corpus 1
corpus 2

Cross-validation for temporal expressions.

precision (%)
96.62
97.59

recall (%)
92.95
95.35

Fβ=1 (%)
94.75
96.46

As can be seen in Table 5, temporal expression recognition performed very well in
both cross-validation experiments, with slightly worse results, especially in terms of
recall, in the first, more varied corpus. An error analysis in the first cross-validation
showed that 49% of the false positives were numbers (e.g., 4-digit numbers that
f The

articles were downloaded from the on-line archives of the two newspapers; consult
http://tovima.dolnet.gr/ and http://ta-nea.dolnet.gr/.
g Corpus 2 was created during project mitos; see http://iit.demokritos.gr/skel/mitos/.
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were taken to be years), 27% were organizations (e.g., “Athens 2004”), and 6%
were locations (e.g., the suburb “AgÐa Paraskeu ”, where “Paraskeu ” also means
Friday); no person tokens were wrongly classified as temporal expressions. False
negatives were difficult to categorize; they included temporal expressions that do
not follow any characteristic formats, such as names of periods (e.g., “renaissance”).
3.3. Evaluating person and organization name recognition
Person and organization name recognition was evaluated with three sets of experiments. We first compared passive against active learning, using general newspaper
articles (corpora 0 and 1) and only one pass. In a second set of experiments, we
investigated the effect of adding a second pass, again using general newspaper articles; this time we used only active learning, since the first pass had demonstrated its
benefits compared to passive learning. Then, in a third set of experiments, we explored the degree to which the system’s effectiveness improves when using financial
news only (corpus 2), i.e., a corpus that is more focussed in terms of topics.
3.3.1. Active vs. passive learning in the first pass
In this experiment, we used only the first-pass svms to compare passive against
active learning. The 400 manually annotated articles of corpus 1 were randomly divided in two parts, approximately 200 articles each, hereafter called part 1 and part
2. First, part 1 was used to induce temporal expression patterns. Then, in passive
learning the two svms were trained on an increasingly larger set of training vectors,
which corresponded to the first n tokens of part 1 that did not satisfy the temporal expression patterns nor the sure-fire rules, with n ranging up to approximately
10,900. (We write “approximately”, because the exact number is slightly different
in the two svms, due to differences in their sure-fire rules.) In contrast, in active
learning the two svms were initially trained on the first 1,200 training vectors of
passive learning; subsequently, increasingly more training vectors were added, corresponding to tokens that were selected from a large non-annotated pool of texts
and were then annotated by a human, again up to a total of approximately 10,900
training instances. The pool consisted of 5,000 randomly selected articles of corpus
0 (2,500 from each newspaper), excluding the articles of corpus 1; we estimate that
the 5,000 articles contained approximately 425,000 candidate training instances.
In both passive and active learning, the svms were evaluated on part 2, which
contains approximately 17,400 test instances, again excluding temporal expression
tokens and tokens satisfying sure-fire rules. Precision, recall, and F-measure (Fβ=1 )
are now defined as in Section 3.2, except that TP is now the number of correctly
classified person or organization tokens, respectively, and similarly for FP and FN .
The results of these experiments are included in Figures 2–4; the second-pass
(“sp”) curves are to be ignored for the moment. A first general observation that
can be made by looking at the three diagrams is that organization names are more
difficult to recognize compared to person names. This agrees with most published
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results in English named-entity recognition, and can be attributed to the larger
variety of organization names (e.g., fewer standard token suffixes, wider variation
in the length of multi-token names). A second observation, which can be made by
looking at Figure 2, is that active learning outperforms passive learning in terms of
F-measure in both name categories, although the difference is smaller in the case of
organization names. Consequently, active learning requires fewer training instances
to reach the same level of performance as passive learning, which confirms earlier
results in named-entity recognition by Shen et al. 32 and Vlachos.22
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Figure 2. F-measure results on general newspaper articles, with active (al) and passive learning
(pl), during the first (fp) and second pass (sp).

Figures 3 and 4 show the corresponding precision and recall results; the error
bars correspond to 0.95 confidence intervals. Figure 3 shows that active learning
generally outperforms passive learning in terms of precision, both in person and
organization names. As the training set becomes larger, though, the difference in
precision between active and passive learning diminishes, especially in person names.
In the case of person names, however, there is a growing difference in recall between
active and passive learning, as can be seen in Figure 4, which is why active learning
continues to dominate in terms of F-measure. A possible explanation for the larger
recall of active learning, compared to passive learning, in person name recognition is
that the training examples of active learning are drawn from a very large pool, which
allows active learning to encounter during training, and learn to identify, a larger
variety of person names. However, there is no significant difference in the recall of
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Figure 3. Precision results on general newspaper articles, with active (al) and passive learning
(pl), during the first (fp) and second pass (sp).

organization names between active and passive learning. We can only conjecture
that the larger variety of organization names that active learning encounters during
training has no significant effect, possibly because the organization names that are
encountered during testing are still very much different from those in the training
set, even when active learning is used. The lack of differentiation in the recall of
organization names between active and passive learning is the main reason for the
small difference in the corresponding F-measure scores.
Although active learning is overall better than passive learning in terms of effectiveness, as summarized by F-measure, there are efficiency issues that need to be
considered. Figure 5 shows the total training time of the two first-pass svms in passive and active learning in our experiments with general newspaper articles; again,
the second-pass curve is to be ignored for the moment.h There is a much steeper
increase in the training time of active learning, which is probably due to the fact
that the selected training instances are closer to the separating hyperplanes of the
svms, and, hence, there are fewer training instances that can be ignored, compared
to passive learning where the training instances are selected in effect randomly.i
This has important practical consequences in active learning, where the svms have
h The

experiments were performed on a pc with an Intel Pentium M processor at 1.9 ghz with 1
gb ram, running Windows xp Professional.
i Interestingly, Hachey et al.26 provide evidence that humans also need more time when annotating
training examples selected via active learning.
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Figure 4. Recall results on general newspaper articles, with active (al) and passive learning
(pl), during the first (fp) and second pass (sp).

to be retrained whenever a new batch of training tokens has been manually annotated. In our experiments with active learning, it took approximately 46 minutes
to retrain the two first-pass svms with 10,900 training instances; and a further 30
minutes were required to reclassify the remaining training candidate instances of
1
the ( 10
th of the) pool, in order to select the instances of the next batch.
Consequently, the human annotator has to wait for an increasingly longer time
for the next batch of tokens to appear for annotation in active learning. Our own
experience is that this is acceptable to human annotators, provided that they can
carry out other work between annotating batches; and it is more interesting than
annotating tokens in passive learning, because active learning proposes for annotation more difficult and, thus, challenging instances. The rapid growth of training
time in active learning, however, eventually makes adding more training instances
impractical. As a remedy, we stopped expanding the training set of the first-pass
svms at 10,900 training instances, and thereafter we employed active learning to
expand the training set of the second-pass svms; this is explained further in the next
section. We also increased the size of the batches, from initially 100 to eventually
400 training instances, to reduce the number of iterations (and retrainings) that are
required in active learning to reach a particular number of training instances.
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Figure 5.

Training times of the svms on general newspaper articles.

3.3.2. Second pass experiments with active learning
In this set of experiments we used two passes, in an attempt to improve further the
effectiveness of our ner and bypass the efficiency problems of active learning that
we had encountered with large training sets in the previous experiments. We used
only active learning, since the results of the previous experiments had indicated
that it leads to higher F-measure scores.
For the purposes of these experiments, we randomly selected and manually annotated 10 more newspaper articles (approximately 1,200 training instances) from
corpus 0, which were excluded from corpus 1 and the pool of active learning. We
then trained the two svms of the second pass on the resulting training instances,
and gradually increased the training set of the second-pass svms using active learning. The selection of training instances was now based on their distances from the
separating hyperplanes of the second-pass svms, excluding from the pool instances
that had been used in the first pass. The reader is reminded that the second-pass
svms employ additional features, which rely on the confidence scores of the firstpass svms. To compute the additional features, we used the first-pass svms that we
had obtained with 10,900 training instances in the previous experiments.
Since the training set of the second-pass svms was initially very small (approx.
1,200 instances), retraining the svms of the second pass was initially very fast, which
allowed us to expand the training set of the second pass up to again approximately
10,900 training instances, before reaching the same levels of low retraining speed
that we had observed at the end of active learning in the first pass; see Figure
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5. Figure 2 shows that the second-pass quickly achieved higher F-measure scores,
compared to the corresponding scores that we had obtained with the same number
of training instances in the first pass, because of the additional features, which in
effect summarized the experience that the first-pass svms had obtained from their
training. Figure 2 also shows that the second pass allowed our ner to eventually
reach a higher F-measure score in both person and organization names, compared
to the scores we had obtained at the end of active learning in the first pass.
Figures 3 and 4 show that in the case of person names, the increase in Fmeasure was eventually due to an increase in precision; in contrast, the second
pass did not manage to exceed significantly the first pass in recall. In the case of
organization names, the increase in F-measure was due to a dramatic increase in
recall, which was, however, accompanied by a smaller drop in precision. Overall,
then, it appears that in person name recognition the second pass reduced false
positives without affecting significantly false negatives. In contrast, in organization
names recognition it reduced dramatically false negatives at the expense of a smaller
increase in false positives. Table 6 summarizes the results of person and organization
name recognition on general newspaper articles, when using approximately 10,900
training instances in each pass.j
Table 6. Results of person and organization name recognition on general newspaper
articles, with approximately 10,900 training instances in each pass.

category
person

organization

methods
passive, first pass
active, first pass
active, second pass
passive, first pass
active, first pass
active, second pass

precision (%)
86.90
87.89
91.00
74.63
76.50
70.77

recall (%)
79.19
84.36
84.96
62.08
63.65
71.90

Fβ=1 (%)
82.87
86.09
87.88
67.78
69.49
71.33

As one would expect, adding a second pass increased the overall average classification time, from approximately 4 msec per test instance at the end of active
learning in the first pass to approximately 10 msec per test instance at the end of
active learning in the second pass. This is shown in Figure 6, where we divide the
total time it takes to classify all of the tokens of the test corpus (part 2) that are not
temporal expressions by the number of these tokens. The increase is slightly higher
than 100%, presumably because of the additional features of the second pass. Figure 6 also shows that classification time is roughly linear to the number of training
instances, unlike training time.k Note that training an svm typically takes O(mN 2 )
j Person name recognition results are slightly better than in our earlier work,33 because we now
use a larger feature set and an additional mutually exclusive category for organization names.
k Figure 6 includes the time it takes to classify tokens that satisfy the sure-fire rules, which are
classified without consulting the corresponding svms, but this time is not affected by the number
of training instances.
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time, where m is the number of features and N the number of training instances.
In contrast, classification time is usually O(mN ). Although these are worst case
complexity figures and may vary, depending on the kernel and the optimization
algorithm of the svms, they seem to agree with the active learning curves of Figures 5 and 6. The corresponding curves of passive learning are less stable, with a
major drop around 8,000 training instances. The latter may be a sign of a major
reorientation of the separating hyperplanes, which may have led to fewer training
instances being support vectors.
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Figure 6.

Average classification time per token on general newspaper articles.

An error analysis revealed that many of the misclassified tokens at the end of
active learning in the second pass were names that even human annotators had
trouble classifying, such as the theater “Jèatro Ktia Dandoulkh”, where “Ktia
Dandoulkh” is the name of an actress, or “Parliament”, which can be used both as
an organization name and a location. We expect that adopting more lenient annotation guidelines, which would not penalize, for example, classifying “Parliament” as
an organization when used as a location, would allow our ner to reach significantly
higher F-measure scores, especially in organizations.
Note that an alternative to using a new, small training set in the second pass
and gradually expanding it via active learning is to train the second pass directly on
the 10,900 training instances of the first pass, after expanding their vectors with the
additional features of the second pass. We experimented with this approach, but it
led to much worse results.52 A possible explanation is that this approach misleads
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the second-pass svms to over-estimate the reliability of the additional features: the
first-pass svms have already encountered during their training the 10,900 training
instances that are reused in the second pass, and hence the additional features, which
reflect the decisions of the first-pass svms, appear to be more reliable during the
training of the second-pass svms than they really are in completely new instances.
3.3.3. Experiments with financial articles
The previous person and organization experiments used general newspaper articles
(corpora 0 and 1). The remaining experiments investigated the degree to which the
system’s effectiveness improves when using financial news only (corpus 2), i.e., a
corpus that is more focussed in terms of topics. These experiments were performed
by using 10-fold cross-validation and passive learning only, with one or two passes.
In each iteration of the cross-validation, the training data (90% of the dataset)
were divided in two equally large parts, which were used to train the two passes,
respectively; in experiments with only one pass, the second part was not used.
The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 7. Performance was
clearly better in both categories, compared to the results on general newspaper
articles (cf. Table 6), even though there were slightly fewer (approximately 10,300
instead of 10,900) training instances available to each pass in each repetition of the
cross-validation and no active learning was used. The second pass had a positive
effect in both categories, on both precision and recall. As in the experiments on general news articles, the largest improvement was in the recall of organization names,
but this time it was not accompanied by a reduction in precision. We attribute
the improved results of these experiments to the more standardized expressions of
financial news, compared to general news articles.
Note that no valid comparison to the published results of the other Greek ners of
Section 1 can be made, since the results of the other ners were obtained on different
corpora, often of different genres and/or with different annotation guidelines.
4. Conclusions
We presented a freely available named-entity recognizer (ner) for Greek texts, which
identifies temporal expressions, person names, and organization names. For temporal expressions, the ner uses manually constructed token lists and automatically
generalized regular expression patterns. For person and organization names, it uses
an ensemble of svms that scan the input text in two passes. The second pass takes
into account the decisions of the first one, which allows it to learn how to correct
mistakes of the first pass. It also considers whether or not the first pass has classified
a token elsewhere in the same text as a person or organization name with high confidence, which allows it to identify re-occurrences of person and organization names
in more difficult contexts. Each pass employs two svms, for person and organization
names, respectively. A set of simplistic sure-fire rules is also used to reduce the class
imbalance of the binary decision problem each svm faces.
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Table 7. Cross-validation results of person and organization name recognition on financial articles, with approximately 10.300 training instances in each pass.

category
person
organization

method
passive,
passive,
passive,
passive,

first pass
second pass
first pass
second pass

precision (%)
96.33
97.16
80.25
82.06

recall (%)
89.92
91.13
73.36
76.89

Fβ=1 (%)
93.01
94.05
76.65
79.39

Apart from its two-pass architecture, another novelty of our ner is the use of
active learning, which allows the system to select by itself candidate training instances to be annotated by a human during training. Our system is one of the very
few ners, regardless of language, that have exploited active learning. The experiments of this paper confirmed that active learning outperforms passive learning,
but they also showed that active learning increases significantly the training time
of the svms, which eventually makes expanding the training set impractical. Our
two-stage architecture is also a remedy to this problem, since it allows one to stop
expanding the training set of the first pass when it has become too large, and thereafter use active learning to build the training set of the second pass. Despite its
small initial training set, the second pass quickly outperforms the first one, because
of its additional features that enable it to exploit the experience that the first pass
has obtained from its own training set.
The ner was evaluated on both a general collection of articles from two Greek
newspapers, and a more focussed collection of Greek financial articles. Both precision and recall were higher on the latter collection, in all three categories of namedentities, because of the more standardized expressions of financial news.
We plan to extend our ner further with additional name categories, such as
names of locations. Work is already in progress to use the ner in a Greek questionanswering system for document collections, which will initially support questions
asking for persons, organizations, and points in time.
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